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DAVIDA RODRIGUEZ Davida’s Ki tchen & T i le

Davida Rodriguez was born with an eye for design. Raised in Silver
Spring, she received her degree in Interior Design from the University
of Maryland, and spent the last 20 years working in the kitchen, bath
and tile industry. In the spring of 2006, she embarked on a new jour-
ney, establishing Davida’s Kitchen & Tiles in Old Towne Gaithersburg.

Davida’s exquisite new showroom displays custom cabinetry from
WoodMode and Brookhaven, as well as several vanity cabinet lines.
Davida features exclusive ceramic, art tile and stone from all over the
world.

If you want to create spaces in your home that reflect your own per-
sonality and style, schedule a consultation with Davida or go visit her
stunning showroom. She artfully combines beautiful cabinetry, coun-
tertops, stone and other materials to create dream rooms that will pro-
vide joy and comfort for years to come.

Davida Rodriguez
Owner, Davida’s Kitchen & Tile
435 A & B East Diamond Ave.
Gaithersburg
240-361-9331
www.davidaskitchenandtiles.com
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DAVIDA RODRIGUEZ Davida’s Ki tchen & T i le

Davida Rodriguez was born with an eye for design.
Raised in Silver Spring, she received her degree
in Interior Design from the University of Mary-
land, and spent the last 20 years working in the
kitchen, bath and tile industry. In the spring of
2006, she embarked on a new journey, estab-
lishing Davida’s Kitchen & Tiles in Old Towne
Gaithersburg.

Davida’s exquisite new showroom displays cus-
tom cabinetry from WoodMode and Brookhaven,
as well as several vanity cabinet lines. Davida
features exclusive ceramic, art tile and stone from
all over the world.

If you want to create spaces in your home that
reflect your own personality and style, schedule a
consultation with Davida or go visit her stunning
showroom. She artfully combines beautiful cabi-
netry, countertops, stone and other materials to
create dream rooms that will provide joy and com-
fort for years to come.
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Davida Rodriguez, Owner, Davida’s Kitchen & Tile
435 A & B East Diamond Ave., Gaithersburg
240-361-9331, www.davidaskitchenandtiles.com


